Get in-depth perspectives through articles and interviews about arts and culture in Asia and Europe. You will find feature articles, profiles of people and organisations as well as the in focus thematics of cultural policy, heritage and festivals.
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**MONGOLIA**

BY CLAIRE ROSSLYN WILSON

06 AUG 2020

Losing and finding our reality | A review of Ulaanbaatar International Media Art Festival
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**FEATURES**

**ASIA** **EUROPE**

BY ANTONIO CARLOS RUIZ SOBIA

15 APR 2020

#StayHome

#iorestoacasa

#Quedateacasa - virtual tours of museums, online performances, webcams and more
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**LATVIA**

BY VALENTINA RICCARDI

18 MAR 2020

#art&technology: Greenness in the Anthropocene
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**AUSTRALIA** **SINGAPORE** **SPAIN** **THAILAND**

BY CLAIRE ROSSLYN WILSON

17 OCT 2019

Under the surface: Art interventions in coastal spaces
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**ASIA** **EUROPE**

BY ANTONIO CARLOS RUIZ SOBIA

02 OCT 2019

The power of connecting cultures digitally
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**SPAIN**

BY VALENTINA RICCARDI

30 SEP 2019

Creative Responses to Sustainability | Green Guide for Spain launched!
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**CAMBODIA** **LAO PDR**

BY CLAIRE ROSSLYN WILSON

14 MAY 2019

The Creative Resource Guide: Crafting Laos and Cambodia | New publication launched!
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**SINGAPORE**

BY VANINI BELARMINO

22 FEB 2019

Potency of the Invisible | The Sensorial Trail at the National Gallery Singapore
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**JAPAN**

BY YUKO ISHIWATA

07 FEB 2019

#Tokyo2020: Japan’s Cultural Initiatives for the Olympics
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**CAMBODIA** **LAO PDR**

BY CLAIRE ROSSLYN WILSON

21 JAN 2019

The importance of EARS on Mumbai
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**SINGAPORE**

BY MARIA DEJANIA DE AAKOLI & JAY PRING AWANG

07 DEC 2018

EXhibition in Singapore
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**JAPAN**

BY MARTINA PECKOVÁ

05 DEC 2018

Czechia Asia Cultural
The importance of innovative approaches to art and sustainability

EARS on Mumbai: Vibrant Platform for Cross-Cultural Collaboration & Networking Opportunities

Czechia-Asia Cultural Co-operation

The importance of innovative approaches to art and sustainability

EARS on Mumbai: Vibrant Platform for Cross-Cultural Collaboration & Networking Opportunities

Czechia-Asia Cultural Co-operation
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ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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